Directors of Russian Projects, Alex and Helena Bogat, have been hard at work on 26th lesson series, *The Prophetic Wisdom of Hosea*. This requires script editing, recording audio, synchronizing video, and translating subtitles and Lesson Guides. In addition, the Bogats are translating and subtitling Faculty Forums that are supplemental lessons for each series, creating social media posts for the Thirdmill Facebook page in Russian, developing the Russian online classroom, and working with Learning Community Leaders. These leaders have said the lesson series have improved their understanding of theology, prepared them for preaching, and re-ignited their desire to learn.

We Believe in the Holy Spirit was a popular course for both longtime church members and new believers. Future leaders from a youth group studied Thirdmill at a Baptist church near Odessa, Ukraine.

We have received a lot of encouraging news from the Russian-speaking world since the beginning of the year. You can see our Russian curriculum at: r.thirdmill.org

For anyone interested in Russian language courses, check the site above to find 25 Thirdmill lesson series now available on video and audio with written manuscripts and lesson guides.
Central Asia where they experienced a cross-cultural training program, learned about the work in the area, encouraged the leaders, and prayed for the nationals. The local and expat workers are establishing learning communities to train leaders and are partnering with Thirdmill to provide the content of the training.

Throughout Central Asia, the growing Russian classroom is not just virtual! Men and women are learning online and meeting to discuss practical application and how to shepherd those they mentor from all ages, stages and walks of life. To learn more about Central Asia, consider a visit to teach a skill or facilitate a course. If you would like to join a cross-cultural vision trip (location to be determined), write Jamison at jgriffin@thirdmill.org.

One of Thirdmill’s Regional Development Directors, Jamison Griffin, and a team of 10 visited in Central Asia, Thirdmill’s Jamison Griffin and Anthony English of Mission to the World stand inside the sanctuary of a Lutheran church completed in 1899.

In another city in Central Asia, 70 expat workers from eight countries met for an annual conference for refreshment, report and engaging new ideas in ministry. Dr. Greg Perry was invited to teach on “Spiritual Renewal.” The president of the country has called for cultural renewal and many are searching for meaning at this time in history.

Leadership training is always an important topic. Although Russian is the language of education, much work is being done there. One of Thirdmill’s and teaching in each region of the world.

Ministry Partners
—FOR THE SAKE GOSPEL

Our Global Opportunities Team is privileged to work with more than 140+ different training partners. This graphic shows the total number of partnerships currently using and distributing Thirdmill’s solid biblical teaching in each region of the world.

When hearing a lesson on The Apostles’ Creed, one local pastor was overcome with emotion. Tears of joy came with words of gratitude for Thirdmill lessons and the freedom to share them with others. The believers in Central Asia are hungry for sound doctrine available in a language they understand.
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South Pole Celebration

Rev. Marty Fields is a new development officer with Thirdmill. As a military reserve chaplain, he was recently deployed to McMurdo Station in Antarctica where he led a small group through The Apostle’s Creed at the Chapel of the Snows.
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None of these stories would be possible without the support of our faithful donors and partners. We are extremely thankful for all who make the mission of Thirdmill possible. If you would like to make a donation to continue equipping pastors with theological education, you can use the enclosed envelope or visit thirdmill.org/donate to donate online. Thank you!

THANK YOU!

HALF WORLD

Biblical Education. For the World. For Free.

Now Available in Spanish

We Believe in God

Thirdmill has now reached ALL CONTINENTS!

The latest Thirdmill series released in Hindi, Kingdom and Covenant in the New Testament, is now available at hindi.thirdmill.org. According to the United Nations, by 2025 India will be the most populated country in the world. Hindi, the primary spoken language of India, is the third most spoken language in the world. Twenty-two lesson series are online in manuscript form, nine of which have been completed with subtitled videos. Thank you to all who have prayed for and given generously to make Thirdmill available to 612 million Hindi speakers.
Our Directors of Russian Projects, Alex and Helena Bogat, have been hard at work on our 26th lesson series, The Prophetic Wisdom of Hosea. This requires script editing, recording audio, synchronizing video, and translating subtitles and Lesson Guides. In addition, the Bogats are translating and subtitling Faculty Forums that are supplemental lessons for each series, creating social media posts for the Thirdmill Facebook page in Russian, developing the Russian online classroom, and working with Learning Community Leaders. These leaders have said the lesson series have improved their understanding of theology, prepared them for preaching, and re-ignited their desire to learn. (continued on page 2)

We Believe in the Holy Spirit was a popular course for both longtime church members and new believers. Future leaders from a youth group studied Thirdmill at a Baptist church near Odessa, Ukraine.